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Thresholds for Action in Judicial Decisions

Len Dalgleish, James Shanteau, and April Park

Many decisions that people are called on tomake can be thought of as involving
thresholds for action. Should one buy a new computer, attempt a left turn into
oncoming traffic, excuse a late submission from a student? In each case, we can
understand the decision maker to be answering two questions: (1)How strong
are the arguments in favor of taking this action? (2) How strong must the
arguments be in order for me to take the action?

Decision makers in court cases, whether judges or jurors, are commonly
required to make this kind of decision. Take a hypothetical, but fairly typical,
drug trafficking case in a U.S. court, where the police uncovered one piece of
evidence by stopping the defendant on the street for questioning, subjecting
him to pat-down search, and finding a bulky packet of marijuana in his coat
pocket. In one of several motions to the judge, the defendant’s lawyer argues
that the marijuana should not be allowed into the trial as evidence because the
search was unconstitutional. The judge must decide, among other things,
whether the police reasonably suspected that the defendant was, at the time of
the search, ‘‘armed and presently dangerous.’’1 Her decision will depend on
both her assessment of the evidence available to the police at the time and her
understanding of ‘‘reasonable suspicion.’’ At the end of the trial, the jury (or
judge, if a jury trial has been waived) must decide whether the prosecution
proved the defendant’s guilt ‘‘beyond a reasonable doubt.’’ Again, the decision
will require judgments about both the evidence itself and the threshold the
evidence needs to cross.

These are just two examples of a great many. Appellate judges may have
to decide whether a decision made by a trial judge constitutes an ‘‘abuse of
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discretion’’ or, in another case, whether a trial judge’s mistake is ‘‘harmless.’’
Judges at either level may have to decide whether an administrative agency
has taken an ‘‘arbitrary and capricious’’ action or whether a state law is
‘‘narrowly tailored’’ to serve a ‘‘compelling’’ governmental interest. This list
could be extended for pages.

The aim of this chapter is to set out a framework for analyzing decisions
to take action in a judicial context. We begin by outlining a general model,
continue with a description of several studies of mock-juror decision making,
and conclude with implications for studying judges.

Model for Assessing Situations and Deciding to Take Action

The key to the model is a distinction between (1) the forming of an assess-
ment given the evidence available to the decision maker and (2) the decision
to take action or not, given that assessment. Consider a motion hearing, in
which a judge hears the arguments, reads the submissions, and makes a
decision. It is assumed that all the information presented to or available to
the judge is combined to form an opinion or an assessment about the strength
of evidence favoring approval along a continuum from low to high. An
assessment is formed through a psychological process of integrating the
information.

This assessment is then turned into a decision about action to deny the
motion or not by a decision rule. It is assumed that on this continuum the
judge has a personal threshold for action and this is in place before the
judge forms an assessment of the amount of evidence. The threshold is an
internal cutoff level for taking action. The decision rule is this: If the
assessment is above the threshold the judge approves the motion. This
model formalizes the question: ‘‘Is the evidence sufficient to grant the
motion?’’ The threshold is the minimal amount of ‘‘evidence’’ a judge
requires to grant the motion. Although it may feel like the assessment and
the decision occur at the same time and can’t be separated, it is useful to
distinguish them since different factors influence the assessment and the
decision (Dalgleish, 2003).

The left hand side of the model in Figure 11.1 shows that the factors
affecting the formation of the assessment of strength of evidence are from
information in the current situation presented to the judge. The right hand
side of the model shows that factors from the experiences and history of the
judge influence the placement of the threshold. These factors are not from the
current case, and the threshold is in place before the current situation is
assessed. For example, a judge may have a reputation for being ‘‘tough’’ in that
he requires a lot of evidence before granting a motion. Another may have the
reputation for being ‘‘easy to convince.’’2 Of course, a judge’s knowledge and
experience influence the assessment. For example, their experience may have
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taught them to give more weight to certain types of evidence than others. The
case factors and to some extent their weight are reasonably easy to articulate.
Cooksey (1996) reviews how to elicit and analyze the factors influencing the
assessment. This chapter focuses on how to make explicit the factors influen-
cing threshold placement. Since they are not case or situation factors, they are
less easy to articulate.

An implication of the model is that it points to two different explanations
for why different people when presented with the same evidence come to
different decisions. Consider two judges presented with the same information
in a motion hearing, where one chooses to grant the motion and the other
denies it. According to the model, the difference in outcomes might come
from differences in the assessment of the strength of evidence, but it may also
arise from divergent thresholds for action, or from both causes combined.
This chapter focuses on the implications of variation across people in their
personal thresholds for action.

The left hand side of the model derives from Signal Detection Theory
(SDT) (McNicol, 2004), which has had wide influence beyond its initial
development for the interpretation of sensory processes in the 1950s. In the
example above, the judge’s task is to discriminate between two states: the
motion should be granted and the motion should be denied. For a juror in a
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Figure 11.1 A General Model for Assessment and Decision Making (GADM)
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criminal case, the task is to discriminate between two states: the defendant is
guilty and the defendant is innocent. The ‘‘signal’’ the juror has to detect is
the guilt of the defendant. This decision is made under uncertainty.
Hammond (1996) argued that in all decision making there is irreducible
uncertainty. This means that no matter what decision is made, deny or
grant, convict or acquit, there is always the possibility of an error. The
fourfold table makes explicit that there are two types of error. Table 11.1
illustrates this for the juror’s task. The two types of error are Wrongful
Acquittals, or misses, where the juror has missed the ‘‘signal,’’ andWrongful
Convictions, or false alarms. For the judge’s motion hearing example, the
two types of error are ‘‘wrongful denial of the motion’’ and ‘‘wrongful
granting.’’

There has been much interest in the relationship between the two types
of errors. Volokh (1997) demonstrated that people have expressed a great
many opinions about what the ratio of Wrongful Acquittals to Wrongful
Convictions is or should be. One of those opinions is by the English jurist
William Blackstone, who said, ‘‘Better that ten guilty persons escape than that
one innocent suffer’’ (cited in Volokh, 1997). The ratio 10:1 has become
known as the Blackstone Ratio (BR).

There has been considerable debate on the meaning of the numbers in
the BR (Dekay, 1996). One view is that the numbers in the BR indicate
frequencies in a population of cases. Assuming that jurors assess the like-
lihood of guilt as a probability, the numbers in the BR can be used to
establish a ‘‘beyond reasonable doubt’’ probability against which they com-
pare their assessed likelihood of guilt. Another view of the BR is that it
captures the worth, utility, or value of one person’s being wrongly con-
victed. Signal Detection Theory (SDT) combines these two views. In SDT,
the decision maker is assumed to maximize the percentage of correct
decisions and to maximize the utility of the decision. Using Bayes’ theorem
and Subjective Expected Utility theory, Coombs, Dawes, and Tversky
(1970) give the formula for threshold placement in terms of the prevalence
of ‘‘signals’’ and the utilities for the four possible outcomes in Table 11.1.

Table 11.1 The four categories of response in the context of juror decision
making in criminal trials

Shouldhave convicted
because defendant is
truly guilty

Should have acquitted
because defendant is
truly innocent

You decide to convict Correct Conviction
(Hit)

Wrongful
Conviction (False
Alarm)

You decide to acquit Wrongful Acquittal
(Miss)

Correct Acquittal
(Correct No)
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Dekay (1996), in the context of juror decision making, points out that the
merit of SDT is that it separates two aspects of decision performance. These
are the ability of the person to discriminate between the two states in Table
11.1 and the person’s willingness to take action, their threshold placement.
It can be equally helpful in analyzing judges’ decisions on which side to err
in considering a motion.

Studying Thresholds and Decisions to Take Action

In this section, we demonstrate studies designed to tap the factors influen-
cing the threshold placement. Although the studies reported below use
undergraduate students in simulated jury decision making, they could be
adapted to use with judges making decisions such as motion decisions or
any other decision able to be modeled by the GADM approach. The studies
indicate that thresholds and the factors influencing them can be measured.
This is important both theoretically and practically. The GADM model
provides a theoretical account of disagreement between decision makers
and provides a methodology for making the locus of the disagreement
explicit. Practically, procedures can be developed to reduce the amount of
disagreement and to make explicit the importance of values in the setting
of thresholds for action.

Identifying Thresholds

The first study to be discussed was designed to test whether giving different
definitions of the standard of proof shifted the threshold for beyond reason-
able doubt, but we ignore that element of the study here.3 Participants were
given general information about a particular murder trial from South
Australia, Pfennig v. The Queen (1995). This case was chosen because it was
largely based on circumstantial evidence and was appealed through to the
High Court of Australia. Table 11.2 gives a brief summary of the case.

Table 11.2 General description of the Pfennig case

Briefly, Pfennig v The Queen involved Peter Pfennig being charged with the murder of a
10-year-old boy namedMichael Black. At trial, the Crown prosecutor argued that Pfennig had
abducted Michael for sexual purposes and then killed him. Michael’s body was never found.
The Crown presented the court with much circumstantial evidence, including evidence of
Pfennig talking to Michael at the last place that Michael was seen alive. The Crown also
provided evidence that Pfennig had pleaded guilty to abducting and raping a 13-year-old boy
almost one year after Michael disappeared. In that case Pfennig had placed his victim’s
belongings at the top of a cliff to encourage speculation that the victim had accidentally fallen.
Similarly, Michael’s belongings were found arranged neatly beside a river so as to suggest an
accidental drowning.
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Our approach to measuring thresholds was to present participants with
100 cases based on the Pfennig case. The hypothetical cases showed different
combinations of seven different types of evidence that varied in amount. That
is, each case was one way in which the evidence could have been. The types of
evidence in the case were elicited from a group of lawyers who reviewed the
trial and appeal transcripts. Figure 11.2 shows an example case. The cases were
constructed so that there were two types of case that had overlapping dis-
tributions of strength of evidence. One set of 50 cases had an average of a high
amount of evidence, 60 out of 100, and the other set had a low average
amount of evidence, 40 out of 100.

Those with the high average were arbitrarily designated as ‘‘guilty,’’ the
signal, and those in the other set as ‘‘innocent.’’ This is accord with the
assumption that ‘‘if the legal process works at all, truly guilty defendants
will, on average, appear more guilty than truly innocent defendants’’ (DeKay,
1996, p. 101). This procedure is analogous to studies on auditory signal
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Figure 11.2 Example case vignette used in Study 1.
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detection where the experimenter defines which stimuli are the ‘‘signals’’ and
which are ‘‘no-signals’’ (Ryder, Pike, & Dalgleish, 1974). The important thing
about this procedure is that it enables measurement of the threshold.

Three groups of 10 students from the University of Queensland partici-
pated as part of their course requirements. All participants were registered on
the electoral roll as required by s.4 of the Jury Act 1995 (Queensland).

Each participant received information on the general case, definitions of
the evidence cues, and practice cases. Each also received one of three different
definitions of reasonable doubt. For each of the 100 hypothetical cases they
made a judgment of the overall strength of evidence on a nine-point rating
scale and made a decision whether to convict or acquit.

Table 11.3 shows a cross tabulation of the decisions made by two partici-
pants, chosen because they were given the same definition of reasonable doubt
and their evaluations of the strength of evidence in different cases were quite
similar. Despite these similarities, Juror C made 79 convict decisions whereas
Juror A made 25 convict decisions. Their rates of Wrongful Convictions and
Wrongful Acquittals differ considerably. Juror C is a ‘‘Convictor’’ because for a
given case they need little evidence before they convict. On the other hand Juror
A is an ‘‘Acquitter’’ and for a case needs much more evidence before they
convict. Calculations from a Signal Detection Theory (SDT) analysis, Stainslaw
and Todorov (1999), indicate that the index of threshold placement, ln(b), is
!1.5 for Juror C and 1.2 for Juror A. Note that ln(b) is the natural logarithm of
the threshold (or response criterion, to use SDT terminology). This index is
useful because it is symmetrical around zero and is independent of the accuracy
of the decision maker. It is negative when the participant has a decision
tendency toward convicting. The differences in the decisions of these two

Table 11.3 Results for two participants

Juror C Juror A

‘‘True State’’ ‘‘True State’’

Guilty Innocent Guilty Innocent

Actual Decision:
YES Convict

Hit False
Alarm
(WC)

Hit False
Alarm
(WC)

31 3
48 62% 22 6%
96% 44%

Actual Decision:
NO Acquit

Miss
(WA)

Correct
No

Miss
(WA)

Correct
No

2 19 28 47
4% 38% 56% 94%
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participants are due to threshold differences, that is, differences in their
threshold for beyond reasonable doubt.

Although these differences are particularly striking, we found consider-
able variation in willingness to convict among the participants. This is con-
sistent with early experiments by Simon and Mahan (1971) showing a large
variance in the way jurors interpret the phrase ‘‘beyond a reasonable doubt.’’

Judges could participate in a similar study. The instruction condition
could be dropped and a relevant case to the sample of judges used and
developed into a set of hypothetical cases. Of interest is the degree of varia-
bility in threshold across judges. An advantage of this methodology is that
sufficient data is collected from each judge to enable the regularities in their
decisions to be estimated (Cooksey, 1996). From the analysis of each judge’s
data their threshold and its standard error is estimated for each judge. Thus,
a direct comparison of threshold placement between any two judges is
available.

Exploring Differences in Thresholds

Consider Jurors A and C making a decision about the same case. Assume that
they have worked hard on agreeing on the evidence in the case and they both
assess the strength of evidence as ‘‘middling’’ on the overall strength of
evidence scale, JA = JB. Figure 11.3 illustrates how differences in threshold,
TA and TB, explain why Juror C decides to convict and Juror A decides to
acquit.

SDT offers suggestions for accessing the locus of this variability. In SDT
the threshold is determined by the base-rate or prevalence of the ‘‘signal’’ and
the utilities for the outcomes in the fourfold table. In judicial decision making
the ‘‘true’’ prevalence is not known. For example, in decisions about motions
the proportion of motions that ‘‘should be denied’’ is not known and cannot

Assessed level of Strength of
Evidence for Guilt

Low

High

Threshold JC

Threshold JA

JA
Assessment.

JC
Assessment.

Convict

Acquit

Figure 11.3 Conflict in decision making when there is agreement on the
evidence.
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be known. For the criminal trial, the proportion of ‘‘truly guilty’’ defendants is
also not known. However, decision makers have beliefs about these propor-
tions based on their experiences and history either directly or vicariously
gained. That is, they have in mind a perceived prevalence that is their prior
beliefs about the need to take action. This influence on the threshold is in
place before the decisionmaker has any information about the current case or
situation. Let p(Na) be the proportion of cases for which the decision maker
believes they need to take action for a particular type of decision. If a decision
maker has a high p(Na) then given the knowledge that they are about to see a
case, they need less strength of evidence to decide yes than someone with a
low p(Na).

The second theoretical influence on the threshold is a function of the
utilities the decision maker has for each outcome in the fourfold table, Table
11.1. These utilities are subjective in that each decision maker has their own
set of utilities and these derive from their experiences and history either
directly or vicariously gained. If a decision maker wishes to avoid misses
(Wrongful Acquittals), then they need less strength of evidence to decide yes
than someone who wants to avoid False Alarms (Wrongful Convictions). In
SDT both these influences are combined mathematically and captured in an
index of threshold placement, ln(b).

In the next three studies to be briefly reported we attempt to measure the
relative utilities and beliefs about the need to take action directly by eliciting
people’s prior beliefs about the prevalence of guilt. One view of the Blackstone
Ratio is that it reflects the value people put on a Wrongful Acquittal com-
pared to a Wrongful Conviction, that is, 10:1. We wanted to find out how
people replied when we asked them for their own version of the BR directly
and to look for variation in the elicited BR.

Thirty-six undergraduate Psychology students at Kansas State University
participated. They were randomly assigned to three groups that received
different labels for the standard of proof. Each participant was given a careful
instruction individually. Participants were asked to imagine themselves on a
jury, given a case to read, shown in Table 11.4, and asked to make a decision
about whether to convict or acquit.

Table 11.4 Case used in Study 2

A 32-year-old, Paul, was shot to death in his car outside Brooklyn, New York, at 11:30 pm on
November 15, 2005.
The witness saw a man wearing black clothing who walked up to Paul and shot him several
times as he was entering his car.
Paul was a restaurant manager. According to colleagues, he was friendly and successful.
However, he had financial problems with his ex-wife’s boyfriend, John.
Police accused John of the murder, and a shoeprint matching one of John’s shoes was found
near the crime scene.
However, John said he was in bed with Paul’s ex-wife at the time, and she confirms the fact.
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They were then asked to think about murder cases in general and asked
this question to elicit their Blackstone Ratio, ‘‘HOW MANY truly guilty
defendants charged with murder do you believe should be acquitted to
avoid ONE truly innocent defendant being convicted?’’ To elicit their prior
beliefs about guilt, they were asked to think about 1000 defendants before the
court charged with murder. They filled out the boxes in Figure 11.4 by first
thinking how many of the 1000 were convicted or acquitted. For those that
were convicted they were asked to state how many did they think were truly
guilty and how many were truly innocent. They did the same for those they
thought were acquitted.

Results and Discussion

To calculate the participant’s prior beliefs about guilt, the numbers in the first
and third boxes from the left in Figure 11.4 were added and divided by 1000.
There was large variability in the prior beliefs. The mean was .62 with a
standard deviation of .19. The range was from .23 to .96. The interpretation
is that when thinking generally about murder cases participants on average
believed that 620 out of 1000 would be guilty. More worrying is the range
with values of .80 or above for 7 participants and .40 or below for 5 partici-
pants. That is, without any evidence some participants had a strong tendency
to convict whereas other had a strong tendency to acquit. The implication
from the GADMmodel is that a sample of these participants serving on a jury
would show decisional conflict as illustrated in Figure 11.3.

Table 11.5 presents the frequencies for the elicited Blackstone Ratio. The
findings are quite variable with only 3 participants having a Blackstone ratio
of 10 to 1 or greater. What is interesting is the fact that participants wanted
no guilty defendants to be acquitted to avoid one wrongful conviction and
that just over half the participants gave this as their answer. That is, most

Think of 1000
defendants on trial

for murder

Of these, how many
are convicted?

Of these, how
many are
acquitted?

Of these, how
many are Guilty?

Of these, how
many are
Innocent?

Of these, how
many are Guilty?

Of these, how
many are Innocent?

Figure 11.4 Diagram to elicit prior beliefs about guilt.
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participants wanted no truly guilty people to go free. It may also indicate
that they do not understand the trade-off between Wrongful Acquittal and
Wrongful Conviction. This may be because our participants probably had no
experience with judicial processes. It would be very interesting to replicate
this study with both judges and lawyers since they have directly experienced
the judicial process. Of interest would be the variation in elicited prior beliefs
about the prevalence of guilt within lawyers and judges as well as their elicited
BR. We would expect that their elicited BR would be closer to spirit of the BR
and have a high proportion of ratios greater than or larger than 10:1.

One difficulty with the design of this study is that participants did read a
case and this may have contaminated the eliciting of prior beliefs about the
prevalence of guilt and the Blackstone Ratio. In a third study, we elicited prior
beliefs about the prevalence of guilt and the Blackstone ratio from partici-
pants without presenting any case material (or vignette). SDT suggests that
the value of the consequences of Wrongful Acquittal compared to those for
Wrongful Conviction influences the threshold for beyond reasonable doubt.
That is, we wanted to know how potential jurors responded to the explicit
tradeoff between Wrongful Acquittal and Wrongful Conviction and answer
the question of how they value the two types of error.

Thirty-four students from an intermediate-level forensic psychology
course in 2006 at Kansas State University participated. We elicited prior
beliefs using the method from Study 2, Figure 11.4. The fourfold table for
jury decision making was presented and explained in the context of irredu-
cible uncertainty (Hammond, 1996). They were asked to write down on a
sheet of paper in two columns the consequences of a Wrongful Conviction
(defendant was convicted but was really innocent) and a Wrongful Acquittal
(defendant was acquitted but was really guilty). They were asked the question:
‘‘Given that you can’t avoid the possibility of an error, which error do you
want to avoid the most?’’ This taps the relative utility of the two types of error.
We then elicited their Blackstone Ratio as in Study 2.

Prior beliefs of guilt were distributed very similarly to those in Study 2,
with a mean prior belief of .69, standard deviation of .15 and a range from .34
to .94. Seventy-nine percent (27/34) wanted to avoid Wrongful Convictions;
but this means that 21% wanted to avoid Wrongful Acquittals, contrary to
Blackstone. The results from the elicited Blackstone Ratio are similar to those

Table 11.5 The number of Wrongful Acquittals to avoid one Wrongful
Conviction

Elicited Blackstone Ratios

0:1 1:1 2:1 3:1 4:1 10:1 100:1

Frequency 19 9 2 2 1 2 1
Percentage 53 25 5.6 5.6 2.8 5.6 2.8
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from Study 2 with a sizable percentage not wanting to let any guilty people to
go free, see Table 11.6. As in the other studies, there is wide variability.

The key message from a Blackstone Ratio of 10:1 is that the interests of
the defendant are paramount. However, Volokh (1997, p. 211) cites the story
of a Chinese law professor listening to a British lawyer state ‘‘it is better that 99
guilty men go free than that one innocent man be executed.’’ The Chinese
professor asked ‘‘Better for whom?’’ This may help with an explanation for
the number of participants who wanted no guilty men to go free and the
participants who wanted to avoid a Wrongful Acquittal. It may be that the
some participants have the defendant’s interests as paramount but others may
focus on the interests of society. Study 4 explores this explanation.

Consider the situation of a judge deciding to grant or deny a motion. For
a particular type of motion, perhaps a frequently encountered type of motion,
they will have beliefs about the prevalence with which such a type of motion
should be granted. They will also have beliefs similar to those expressed in the
BR. For example, how many motions should be wrongfully granted to avoid
one wrongfully denied motion? Further, apart from the two adversaries
before the judge, there are other stakeholders in the decision to grant or
deny a motion, for example, the judge, society, and the ‘‘law.’’

There are many stakeholders in the criminal court, for example, the
defendant, the lawyers, the judge, the jury members, the victims and their
families, and society, to name some of them. The decisions made in court will
have different consequences for different stakeholders. We think that when
participants focus on the defendant as stakeholder, more will want to avoid
Wrongful Convictions and that when focusing on society as stakeholder
more will want to avoid Wrongful Acquittals. This could explain some of
the variability in our studies reported so far. Further, using the idea that
people with a conservative approach to justice would focus on the society as
the main stakeholders and that those with a liberal approach would focus on
the defendant as the main stakeholder, (Tetlock &Mitchell, 1993), we suggest
that that those who want to avoid Wrongful Convictions would identify
themselves as more liberal.

Thirty-four students from an intermediate-level forensic psychology
course in 2007 at Kansas State University participated. Prior beliefs were
elicited as in Studies 2 and 3. The fourfold table was explained as in Study 3,

Table 11.6 The number of Wrongful Acquittals to avoid one Wrongful
Conviction from Study 3

Elicited Blackstone Ratios

0:1 1:1 2–7:1 10:1 10:1

Frequency 10 4 10 4 4
Percentage 31 12.5 31 12.5 12.5
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and participants were asked to think about the defendant as stakeholder and
write out the consequences for the two types of error. They were then asked to
think about society as the stakeholder and wrote out the consequences for the
two types of error, Wrongful Acquittal and Wrongful Conviction. Following
this, we asked them which error they wanted to avoid the most with the
defendant as stakeholder and then with society as stakeholder. They were also
asked which stakeholder they thought was more important. We asked them to
place their political views on a scale from 1 to 100 labeled ‘‘liberal’’ at the low
end and ‘‘conservative’’ at the high end of the scale. We then elicited their
Blackstone ratio as in Studies 2 and 3.

The results for prior beliefs for guilt were very similar to those from
Studies 2 and 3. The mean was .623 with a standard deviation of .18 and a
range from .13 to .91. This range does not seem to be a function of being an
undergraduate student because it matched the range of prior beliefs elicited
from seminar attendees at seminars given by Dalgleish for faculty and grad-
uate students at some universities in the United States and the UK.

Table 11.7 presents the frequency with which participants wanted to
avoid the two types of error by stakeholder. When considering the defendant,
76% wanted to avoid aWrongful Conviction, whereas 26% wanted this when
considering society. These two proportions are different using a McNemar’s
test, w(1) = 73.5, p < 0.001. Thus, the consideration of different stakeholders
matters. The most important stakeholder was society for 21/34 (64%) of parti-
cipants. The majority, 18/34 (53%), wanted to avoid Wrongful Convictions
when considering the defendant and avoid Wrongful Acquittals when consid-
ering society.

What is the relationship between self-reported political views and the
value placed on the consequences for different stakeholders? There were some
weak relationships but all were in the expected directions. When thinking of
the defendant as stakeholder those that wanted to avoid WCs had a more
liberal political view (N= 8, M = 52.2) than those who wanted to avoid WAs

Table 11.7 Frequency of desire to avoid the two types of error depending
on stakeholder

Society as StakeholderAQ1

Wrongful
Convictions

Wrongful
Acquittals Total

Defendant
as stakeholder

Wrongful
Convictions

8 18 26

76%
Wrongful
Acquittals

1 7 8

Total 9 25 34
26%
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(N= 26, M= 62.3), t(30) = 1.42, one-tail p = .08. This test has low statistical
power because the sample sizes are small and the measure of political views
was a simple one-item scale. It would be interesting to see if this effect
is stronger if better measures of political views were used, such as those
developed by Evans, Heath, and Lalljee (1996) and Mehrabian (1996).
Those participants who said the defendant was more important had more
liberal views, (M = 50.2 versus M = 55.2, t(32) = 1.07, one-tail p = .15) but,
while in the expected direction, was not statistically significant.

The pattern for Blackstone’s Ratio is similar to those for Studies 2 and 3.
However, it is useful to tabulate the elicited BRs by which stakeholder was
considered more important. Table 11.8 does this. There were 5 participants
who stated their BR as not wanting any guilty defendants being free. We
believe this category is separate from BRs that state that the participant wants
at least one guilty defendant to go free. The participants with a BR of 0:1 may
not have understood the question eliciting the BR or they have a particular
interpretation of WA or WC or they really wanted no guilty defendants free.
We calculated the mean political view for these 5 participants (M=72.3,
SD= 21.8) and tested it against the mean for those 25 who said they wanted
at least one guilty defendant free, (M= 48.24, SD= 23.26). This difference is
statistically significant, t(29) = 2.36, p = .025) showing that those who had a
0:1 BR rated themselves as more politically conservative. Combined over our
2nd, 3rd and 4th studies, 35 out of the 100 participants had an elicited BR of
0:1. The implication is that these people would be more conservative in their
political views. Another implication is that in future research, the BR should
be elicited using a different question that allows participants to state the ratio
of WC to WA. For some of the participants who stated a 0:1 BR, their BR
elicited using a different question may have been 1:10 or some ratio opposite
to the direction of the ratio stated by Blackstone.

Excluding the 0:1 group, there were no differences in political view for
those participants whose BR were <10:1 and for those with BRs " 10:1.
However, for those 10 participants with BRs "10:1 seven of them (70%)
stated that the defendant was more important while for those that favored

Table 11.8 The number of Wrongful Acquittals to avoid one Wrongful
Conviction from Study 4 by the most important stakeholder

Elicited Blackstone Ratios

Most important stakeholder 0:1 1:1 2–7:1 10:1 >10:1

Defendant 2 1 2 5 2
Society 3 2 9 4 1
Equal 1 0 0 0 0
Total (N= 32) 6 3 11 9 3
Percentage 18.8 9.4 34.4 28.1 9.4
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society 5/16 (31.3%) had BRs "10:1. These proportions were close to being
significantly different, w2(1) = 3.72, p = .054.

So when participants consider either the defendant or society, this influ-
ences their threshold since the relative costs ofWC andWA change. However,
which stakeholder is more important is not related to prior beliefs but is
related to their Blackstone Ratio. From these results we could infer that the BR
is more about values of consequences than about frequency (prior beliefs)
(cf., Dekay, 1996).

From the GADM model there is the prediction that if two members of a
jury have different thresholds, for example, one considers the defendant as a
more important stakeholder and the other favors society, and they assess the
strength of evidence as being the same in the case, then they will disagree
about the verdict. Going back to the case evidence will not resolve this
disagreement. There is a further implication of the GADM model from
these findings. Consider a person from the group who wanted to avoid WC
when considering the defendant and wanted to avoid WA when considering
the society as stakeholder (the majority of participants). Let us assume one of
them has a prior belief of guilt of 0.50 (neutral) and let them consider a case
that does not have clear-cut evidence of guilt. Figure 11.5 illustrates this
example with two possible thresholds for this juror. When considering the
defendant the threshold is Tdef and the assessment of the evidence is not
sufficient to convict. When considering the society the threshold is Tsociety

and the evidence is sufficient to convict. This juror would be in a state of
‘‘internal decisional conflict’’ and would vacillate while trying to reach a
verdict. This may be seen as indecision but searching the evidence is not
going to resolve this internal conflict. The person needs to go with the
stakeholder they evaluate as the most important and use the threshold for
that stakeholder.

What are the implications of these findings for judges ruling on motions
or other judicial decisions? The link between judicial decisions and political
orientation, given the tentative evidence from Study 4, seems to lie not with

Assessed level of Strength of
Evidence for Guilt

Low

High

Threshold TSociety

Threshold TDef

J 
Assessment.

Convict

Acquit

Figure 11.5 Internal decisional conflict within a juror.
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the assessment of the evidence but with the relative importance of different
stakeholders and the relative values of Wrongful Convictions and Wrongful
Acquittals to the judge. The relative influence of the assessment of the
evidence and prior beliefs about prevalence, the values of the two types of
errors and the importance of the different stakeholders could be tested using a
vignette study similar to our Study 1 together with the elicitation of the other
factors developed for Studies 2, 3 and 4. More robust measures of political
orientation would need to be used.

Conclusion

The data from the four studies indicates a tremendous amount of variation in
(1) measured thresholds, and (2) measures of the influences on threshold.
These were the prior beliefs about guilt and the error they wanted to avoid the
most. Further there was considerable variation in the elicited Blackstone
Ratios. Some of this variation was related to which stakeholder they thought
most important or were considering and their self-reported political views.
From the GADM model this variation in threshold for guilt, implies that,
within jury trials, there will be considerable differences in verdicts reached
that are not due to differences in the interpretation and assessment of the
evidence.

While the data presented in this chapter has been with undergraduate
students in simulated jury decision making, the aim has been to show that
the methods could be generalized to judicial decision making. Whether the
results of our studies generalize to other judicial decision making tasks is an
empirical question. Throughout this chapter we have drawn parallels between
the judicial task of deciding to deny or grant a motion and the jury task of
deciding whether to convict or acquit a defendant. Further, we have suggested
that our convict/acquit decision tasks could be used with judges and lawyers.
The aim of these proposed studies would be to investigate the amount and
variability in their thresholds for beyond reasonable doubt and in the theore-
tical influences on thresholds among judges and among lawyers and between
judges and lawyers.

Similarly, the aim of the proposed studies on the judicial decision to deny
or grant motions would be to investigate and document variation in the
thresholds for action. If, for example, both trial judges and appellate judges
did the same tasks, we could compare thresholds between pairs of judges.
What are the implications of this? Let us consider a trial judge who has a
tendency to deny motions of a particular type. Let us assume that some of the
decisions are contentious enough to provide grounds for appeal. Now con-
sider an appellate judge who reads the original submissions and decides
against the original decision. Within the GADM model approach to the
assessment of the original submissions and the decision to take action, the
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trial judge and the appellate judge may differ in their assessment or in their
thresholds or both. It is important to isolate whether such differences in
decisions are due to differences in the interpretation of the law or to differ-
ences in the values attached to the consequence of the decisions or to the
judges’ prior beliefs about the need to take action. In addition to the studies
reported in this chapter, there seems anecdotal evidence, for example on
websites such as ‘‘Decision of the Day’’4 that such differences of opinion
exist. Investigating whether there is variation in the influences on the
threshold is important because making such influences explicit to people
enables discussion about them and provides ways of devising training to
reduce the effects of decisional conflict. One of our studies found links
between the relative importance of different stakeholders and political orien-
tation and if such effects were found among judges and lawyers, it may inform
and extend debate on the role of political orientation and judicial decision
making. The GADMmodel and its associated methodologies provide a way to
empirically study such issues.

Notes

Preparation of this chapter was supported by funds provided by the Scottish
Funding Council to HealthQWest; A research consortium for the West of Scotland.

1. U.S. v. Terry, 392 U.S. 1 (1968).
2. Similarly, in applying the GADM model to verdicts, it is assumed that an

assessment of the strength of evidence is made and a decision to convict is
made if the assessment exceeds their threshold for action. This threshold
depends on the level of proof needed to convict; for example, beyond reason-
able doubt would be higher than the preponderance of the evidence.

3. Anna Rickard (1998) completed the study as an honors project at the University
of Queensland.

4. http://www.enotes.com/blogs/decision-blog/
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QUERIES TO BE ANSWERED BY AUTHOR (SEE MANUAL MARKS)

IMPORTANT NOTE: Please mark your corrections and answers to these
queries directly onto the proof at the relevant place. Do NOT mark your
corrections on this query sheet.

Chapter 11

Q. No. Pg No. Query

AQ1 177 Would it be possible to replace them with ‘‘When
thinking of soiety as stakeholder’’ and ‘‘When thinking of
defendant as stakeholder’’ The side heading could be
shifted up to be centered on the rows. Also, please note
that the numbers on p 215 of the text have been changed
to be consistent with the table.
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